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San Francisco's Thai Restaurant, KRUA Thai Announces Their New Lunch
Menu

San Francisco's authentic Thai restaurant, KRUA Thai, has released a new lunch menu for its
customers.

San Francisco, CA (PRWEB) December 02, 2011 -- San Francisco's Thai Restaurant, KRUA Thai is now
offering a new lunch menu for those who are looking to enjoy a delicious lunch for only $10.

"Our new lunch special consists of your choice of chicken, beef, pork, or tofu and vegetables, which can either
be sautéed or in curry," said Jason Nguyen of KRUA Thai. "The lunch special includes house soup, side salad,
rice and two crispy egg rolls. All these items are available for only $10."

KRUA Thai, located in San Francisco’s Mission District, serves delicious authentic Thai cuisine in a relaxed,
elegant and modern setting. Enjoy delicious and authentic Thai dishes made from scratch using only the finest
ingredients. The restaurant features a wide range of delectable Thai cuisine including Shumai dumplings, crispy
chicken with Basil and Pad Thai.

KRUA Thai, a San Francisco authentic Thai restaurant emphasizes using only the freshest ingredients in
handmade authentic Thai dishes. Most of the ingredients are grown locally, ensuring the meal is made
fresh—the results speak for themselves. Its authentic Thai cuisine features distinct, vibrant flavors that will
have customers coming back for more.

The chic and stylish restaurant makes for an inviting place to dine out. Experience a wonderful and refreshing
ambiance in which to enjoy any meal. Its friendly and courteous wait staff enjoy helping people discover the
wonderful tastes that Thai cuisine has to offer. They also proudly feature a wide selection of beers and wines
from around the world that complement any dish.

For more information on KRUA Thai or to make a reservation, call 415-529-5119 or visit
www.KruaThaiSf.com. They are located at 3214 16th St., San Francisco, CA 94103.

About KRUA Thai
KRUA Thai represents the fusion of traditional Thai dishes and a modern elegant setting. Conveniently located
in the Mission District of San Francisco, KRUA Thai's chic and stylish restaurant makes for an inviting place to
dine out. Its friendly and courteous staff enjoy helping people discover the wonderful tastes that Thai cuisine
has to offer.
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Contact Information
Jason Nguyen
KRUA Thai
(415) 529-5119

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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